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ON COMPOSITE LOOP FUNCTORS1

K.  A.  HARDIE

Abstract. P is a space with two points in a certain convenient

category CG of pointed topological spaces. If T.CG-+CG is a P-

functor and X 6 CG, we establish a homotopy equivalence

UTX^AÏT* xCi(Xr,F), where F is the fibre of T(*):TP^T*.

Let CG denote the category of compactly generated Hausdorff topo-

logical spaces with base points (denoted by *) such that, for each X e CG,

(X, *) has the homotopy extension property. Let Í2 denote the loop space

functor for pointed topological spaces. In a recent paper Gray [2] has

proved the homotopy equivalence

(1) Q(Xv Y)~£lYx £l(X x üy/QF).

The purpose of this note is to obtain a similar decomposition for ClTX,

where T: CG^CG is a P-functor [3], [4].

Let (W, V) be an NDR pair in the sense of [7] and suppose that there

exists a retraction 4>: W^-V. For each Xe CG, let TX=T4>X be the space

obtained from XxW (i.e. the CG product) by performing the identification

(2) (*, iv) = ix, <pw)       (w eW,xe X).

Given /: X-+- Y, let Tf{ix, w)}={(fx, w)}. Then we have the following

Theorem. T=Tj,:CG-*CG is a functor and QTX~QT*xü(Xr\F),

for each X e CG, where F is the fibre of '</>.

Let P e CG be a space with two points. There is a retraction k of P

onto its base point. Hence if S:CG^-CGis a functor, Sk is a retraction of

SP onto a subspace isomorphic with S*. S is a P-functor if S is naturally

equivalent to P¿, for <f> = Sk. (The sense differs slightly from that of [3],

[4].) For example if TX=XvY, Tf=fviY (for a fixed Y e CG, f:X-+X')
then T is a P-functor and applying the theorem we recover (1), for F=

(QY)+=PxüY¡Q.Y, as is observed in the proof of [2, Lemma 3]. Let 2
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denote the suspension functor. Then as another application we shall ob-

tain the following result.

Corollary.   Q(Xx Y\ Y)~£lXx Q( Yr\Y£lX).

Combining the Corollary with (1) yields

(3) Q(A-v Y)~QYx QXx Q((Í2F) A SQ*),

which is consistent with and may be regarded as a nonweak form of [5,

3.7, p. 281]:
Q(X V Y) ~ (weak) ÜX x QY x Cl(Xb Y).

Before proceeding to the proofs of the Theorem and Corollary we re-

mark that the form of the Serre-Cartan construction appropriate to CG

uses the space EX of Moore paths in X [1] with compactly generated

topology. (In this connection I wish to acknowledge a helpful conver-

sation with Professor Eldon Dyer.) We recall that a Moore path is a pair

(/, r), where r is a nonnegative real number and fa map of the closed

interval [0, r] into X. There is a map X : X->-EX given by ?.x=(x, 0) which

is pair-homotopy equivalent to the identity X-+X. It follows that X has

the weak homotopy extension property. Moreover if we set fi(f,r)=

min(r, 1) we obtain a map p:EX->-I with the property that p~1(0)=X(X).

Hence, by [6, Satz I], X is a cofibration. If X e CG, it follows that EX e

CG. Similarly let 0,'X be the space of Moore loops on X. Since Q'X has the

weak homotopy extension property [9, Satz, p. 180], a second application

of [6, Satz I] shows that Ü'X e CG. If £ is the (Moore-path) fibre of

/:I-+7we have a diagram

*^D.'Y^F=F^LY

114     1
* -+x     * -» Y

of pullback rectangles and hence by [8, Theorem 12] the morphisms on the

top row are cofibrations. Thus Fe CG and LYe CG.

Proof of Theorem.    Let y>=yX denote the identification map as-

sociated with (2). Then we have a diagram

c                        * X iw
X x V u * x W->X x W->* x W

<f> - projection xpX w*

V- -> TX-► T*

in which the composite of the bottom row is an equivalence and the left-

hand rectangle is a pushout in the category of pointed topological spaces.
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Moreover an application of [7, Lemma 8.5] shows that (TX, V) is an NDR

pair. Since (V, *) is NDR, [7, Lemma 7.2] implies that (TX, *) is NDR

and hence TXeCG. Pulling back the Moore path fibration LT*-*T*

(with contractible total space) over the diagram, we obtain an upper

diagram

(X x LV) U (* x F)->X x F->F

i                            I i
LV->G->LT*

in which G is the fibre of q and the left-hand rectangle is again a pushout.

(If in CG a map is pulled back over the pushout of a cofibration then the

upper diagram is necessarily a pushout.) Since (G,LV) and (XxF,

XxLV\J*xF) are NDR by [8, Theorem 12], we have

G ~ G\LV *Ix F\(X x LV U * x F)

~Ix F\(X x*U*xF) = XAF.

But q is a retraction and hence its Serre-Cartan fibration has a cross

section. As in [2, Lemma 2] we may obtain Q'TX~Q.'GxQ.'T*, com-

pleting the proof.

Proof of Corollary. For a fixed X e CG, let T Y = X x Y IY. Certainly

Jis a P-functor. Moreover <j> is the folding map XvX-+X and it is easily

shown that F~I,CIX.
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